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Abstract- In this research control of active and reactive
power of a double-fed induction generator have been
surveyed by using two control method based on field
oriented control and direct power control and then the
results have been compared with each other in different
scenarios. The simulation has been accomplished by
PSCAD/EMTDC software and the generator rated power
is 2 MW. First simulation section shows the performance
of mentioned strategy in different rotor speed condition
including
super-synchronous,
synchronous
and
sub-synchronous. In the second section the value of stator
resistance, applied in simulation, have been allocated 70%
and 130% of the rated value to determine the robustness of
methods despite error in stator resistance value estimation.
In the next step, double-fed induction generator in torque
control mode is surveyed and obtained results show that
direct power control, despite its simplicity, has faster
dynamic reaction and good performance in different
conditions. In the direct power control method, the stator
resistance is needed as an input parameter, which usually
is estimated. Results show that the error caused by
estimation of this parameter, do not decrease the
effectiveness of this method.
Keywords: Wind Turbine, Double-Fed Induction
Generator, Field Oriented Control, Direct Power Control,
Voltage Source Converter.
I. INTRODUCTION
The wind turbines are classified to fixed speed and
variable speed. In the fixed speed concept, the generator
connected to power network directly by converter and
power electronic tools is not used for adjusting the speed
of generator, the speed changes range is very low and its
limitations is about 1% to 5% of rated speed. The variable
speed wind turbines are divided to wind turbines with
Double-Fed Induction Generators (DFIG) and the ones
with fully rated converter which is based on synchronous
or induction generator. These generators separate rotation
speed from network frequency by power electronic tools.
The wind turbine with double-fed induction generator
is the most common, which its stator connected to network
directly and rotor is connected to network by the variable

frequency power converters that are made of two IGBT
Voltage Source Converter (VSC) which are connected to
each other by a DC-link. The structure of DFIG based wind
turbine scheme has been shown in Figure 1. The induction
generator is including slip rings for creating the current
path to the rotor.
In addition, variable speed operation is obtained by
injecting a controllable voltage into the rotor at desired slip
frequency. When generator works in super-synchronous
speed, power will be delivered from the rotor through the
converters to the network and when the generator operates
in sub-synchronous mode, the rotor will absorb power
from the network [1-3]. These two operation modes are
illustrated in Figure 2. In variable speed wind turbine with
fully rated converter, synchronous generator, or induction
generator are used in system which converters are
Interface of stator and network.
In the DFIG based wind generator, low capacity
converter (about 30% of generator rated power) is used
which has less power losses and consequently lower
converter cost. These are the characteristics of DFIG,
which cause its priority to generators with fully rated
converter. Also comparing with fixed speed generators,
DFIG can be operated in generation mode at range of 20%
to 30% synchronous speed that enables power control [4].
In recent decades, different strategies for controlling
the active and reactive power flow between double-fed
induction generator and network have been offered, one of
the most important control methods on rotor side converter
that has attracted special consideration in recent decade, is
Field oriented control (FOC) and new method of direct
power control (DPC).
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the DFIG-based wind energy generation
system [3]
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II. CONTROL OF NETWORK SIDE CONVERTER
Therefore, as mentioned in introduction, task of
network side converter is controlling the DC-link voltage
in a fix value without considering the rotor power-flow
direction. For this converter, the vector control method has
been used, in which d-axis of reference frame aligned
along with stator voltage. Figure 3 shows the scheme of
network side converter. The value of Va,b,c of the Figure 3
is the same as below equation [7]:
 a 
ia 
ia   a1 
d    
 
 
(1)
 b   R ib   L dt ib    b1 
 c 
ic 
ic   c1 

(a)

(b)
Figure 2. (a) Super-synchronous and, (b) sub-synchronous operation of
the DFIG wind turbine

The first method is based on controlling the rotor
current vector by using the rotating (d-q) transformation
that iq and id of control the active an reactive stator
respectively. This method needs detailed parameters of the
machine such as rotor and stator resistance and inductance
and the mutual inductance. In addition, due to existence of
current control loops and PI controllers, for stability
guaranty and having proper response in all states of system
performance, controller should be adjusted precisely [5-7].
Direct active and reactive power control strategy, is
presented based on stator flux estimation and assuming
constant stator voltage frequency, estimating accuracy of
the stator flux is guaranteed. In this method, switching the
rotor side converter is performed with optimal switching
table by using the estimated stator flux position and error
of active and reactive power. Therefore, this control
system is very simple and effect of machine parameters on
system performance is lower [8-11].
Choosing proper control method that increases the
statical and dynamical performance is very important.
Considering that for controlling most of these generators,
traditional control methods, among which One of the most
common is the Field Oriented Control (FOC), still is being
used, studies for surveying advantages and disadvantage
of FOC and DPC is essential for determining which
methods has a better performance in different condition of
the system.
This paper investigates and studies the mentioned
strategies ability in different scenarios including
performance of DFIG in different rotor speed condition
that consist of super-synchronous, synchronous and subsynchronous, change in applied stator resistance value in
simulation, as 70% and 130% rated value for evaluating
the ability of mentioned methods and finally surveying the
performance of DFIG in torque mode.
The main consideration in this article is the rotor side
converter and control strategy of network side converter
has been done by using of presented strategy in [5]. For
fixing the DC-link voltage and simulation of the rotor side
converter control system has been implemented by FOC
and DPC methods and their dynamical behavior in steady
state are compared with each other.

Equation (1) transformed to dq synchronous reference
frame by network voltage vector angular velocity, ωe, and
changes the same as below so that the voltage is converted
from sinusoidal signal to DC [5].
did

 d  Rid  L dt  e Liq  d 1
(2)

  Ri  L diq   Li  
q
e q
q1
 q
dt
Position of network voltage angle, which is quantities
conversion angle to synchronous reference frame, is
accelerated by below equation [13]:

(3)
e   e dt  tan 1

where, vβ and vα are voltage components in stationary
frame. And also active and reactive power equations are
the same as below [13]:
 P  3  d id   q iq

(4)

Q  3  d iq   q id
Considering that d axis and synchronous reference
frame is aligned to position of network voltage vector (θe),
the value of vq will be zero and the value of vd is equal with
network voltage which is a fix amount. Consequently,
according to Equation (4), active and reactive power are
proportionated with the id and iq, respectively and Enables
the power flow control between network and converter.
Neglecting harmonics caused by switching and coil
resistance and converter losses, we will have [5]:
 Eil1  3 d id





 d  m1 E

2 2


3
m1id
il1 
2
2

 dE
 il1  il 2
C
 dt




(5)

It is clear from above equations that DC-link voltage
can be controlled by id. In addition, reference of iq is
determined based on reactive power flow. Figure 4 shows
a scheme of the network-side converter control system. By
using the Equation (2), parameters of current control loops
are determined the same as Equation (6).
i  s  iq  s 
1
F s  d


(6)


 d  s   q  s  Ls  R
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In other word vq,d is produced with crossing the
difference between the measured and reference values of
the id,q from the PI controller, and the reference values of
the applied voltage to the modulator is produced by the
following equation:
 d*1   'd  e Liq  d

(7)
 *
vq1   'q  e Lid 





The q-axis current component is used for active power
control, torque, or speed while the d current component is
used for reactive power control or terminal voltage. Active
and reactive power of stator is controllable by adjusting the
current and voltage of rotor. Therefore, stator active and
reactive power control is implemented on rotor side
converter. In this strategy, by using the vector control,
DFIG power control is performed [5-7]. Under stator-flux
orientation, the relationship between the d-q axis voltages,
currents, and fluxes may be written as [5]:
 s   ds  Lo ims  Ls ids  Lo idr

 dr 

L2o
ims   Lr idr
Ls

 qr   Lr iqr
iqs  

Figure 3. Grid side converter configuration [5]

Lo
iqr
Ls

(8)

didr
 slip Lr iqr
dt
diqr
 qr  Rr iqr   Lr
 slip  Lm ims   Lr idr 
dt
P
P  3 e Lm ims iqr
2
where,   L2o Ls Lr and Lm  L2o Ls and ωslip = ωe-ωr.

 dr  Rr idr   Lr









An essential thing for doing this process is controlling
the measurement of stator and rotor current, stator voltage
and position of rotor. Whereas, the stator is connected to
network, magnetizing current ims can be supposed
constant. Angle of stator flux is estimated using the
following equation [5]:
    R i dt
s s
 s  s

  s     s  Rs i s dt

 s  tan 1   s /   s




Figure 4. Schematic of the vector-control structure for grid side
converter [4]



III. CONTROL OF ROTOR SIDE CONVERTER
During recent decades, different strategies for
controlling the active and reactive power flow between
double-fed induction generator and network have been
offered. One of the most important control method applied
on rotor side converter that has attracted special
consideration is field oriented control method and direct
power control, which the accuracy of performance in this
methods is surveyed and the results have been compared
with each other in different scenarios.
A. Active and Reactive Power Control by FOC
Strategy
Field oriented control technique is used as a commonly
known method for controlling the DFIG in different
references. In this method DFIG has been surveyed in the
synchronous reference frame, in which d axis of reference
frame is aligned with stator flux vector that rotates by
synchronous speed and q axis is conformed to stator
voltage vector. This technique due to internal current
control loops shows good statical and dynamical
performance. Current of rotor has been separated to two
perpendicular axis, d and q, in reference frame.




(9)

where, θs is the position of stator flux vector according to
Equation (10), active power is proper with iqr and can be
adjusted by vqr. In addition, reactive power has direct
relation with idr and is controlled by vdr.
Both references of q-axis and d-axis current component
are obtained with crossing the difference between the
measured value and reference value of the active and
reactive power (respectively) from the PI controller.
Figure 5 shows control system of rotor side converter with
control strategy based on FOC. From equation of rotor
voltage in Equation (8), we have:
didr

 'dr  Rr idr   Lr dt
(10)

 '  R i   L diqr
r qr
r
 qr
dt
In this control strategy, difference of measured idr and
iqr from their reference values is calculated and are
processed by PI controllers and according to Equations (8)
and (10), for obtaining rotor voltages reference (v*qr, v*dr),
values of slip  Lm ims   Lr idr  and slip Lr iqr should
be added to v'qr and v'dr, respectively.
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B. Control of Active and Reactive Power by DPC
Equivalent circuit of DFIG in rotor reference frame,
which rotates with ωr speed, is shown in Figure 6 and also
relationship between stator and rotor flux in stationary and
rotor reference frames is shown in Figure 7.





3 r r 3 r
vs I s   s  jr sr I sr
(14)
2
2
Similarly stator reactive power output to the network is
expressed as below:
3
3
Qs   vsr  I sr    sr  jr sr  I sr
(15)
2
2
In considering Figure 7 stator and rotor flux in rotor
reference frame can be expressed as below:
(16)
 rr |  rr | e jr
Ps 





 sr |  sr | e js

(17)

  ss e jr t

(18)

 sr

(19)
 s  1  r
Stator flux in stationary reference frame is determined as
below:





 ss   vss  Rs I ss dt

Neglecting the stator winding resistance and by
assumption that connected network to stator is stable and
rotor speed during sampling does not change (due to high
inertia of wind turbine) we will have [8]:
d |  sr |
|  sr ||  ss e jr t ||  vss dt | const ant 
 0 (21)
dt
By differentiation of the Equation (16) and by using the
Equation (17) we will have:
 sr |  sr | j s e js  j 1  r  sr
(22)

Figure 5. Schematic of FOC implementation for rotor side converter [5]

Figure 6. DFIG equivalent circuit in the rotor reference frame [8]

According to Figure 6, stator and rotor flux linkage
vectors can be expressed as below:
 sr  Ls I sr  Lo I rr
(11)
 r
r
r
 r  Lr I r  Lo I s
According to Equation (11), stator current is calculated as
Equation (12):
L  r  Lo rr  sr
Lo rr
I sr  r s


(12)
 Ls  Ls Lr
Ls Lr  L2o



(20)



where,   L2o Ls Lr is leakage coefficient.
From Figure 6 stator voltage vector is determined as
below:
(13)
vsr  Rs I sr  sr  jr sr

By substituting of Equations (12) and (22) in Equation (14)
and (15), for active and reactive powers of stator [8]:
3 Lo
(23)
Ps  
1 |  sr ||  rr |sin 
2  Ls Lr
3 1
|  sr
2  Ls

L

|  o |  rr | cos   |  sr | 
L
 r

By derivation of Equation (23) we will have [8]:
Qs 



d |  rr | sin 
dPs
3 Lo

1 |  sr |
dt
2  Ls Lr
dt





(24)

(25)



d |  rr | cos 
dQs 3 Lo

1 |  sr |
(26)
dt
2  Ls Lr
dt
Regarding to Equation (24) it seems that fast changes of
active and reactive powers are obtained by changing the
| rr | sin  and | rr | cos , respectively.
From Figure 7 it is clear that | rr | sin 

and

| | cos is components of rotor flux vector, which are
r
r

Figure 7. Stator and rotor flux linkage vectors in stationary and rotor
reference frames [12]

The stator active power input from the network,
neglecting stator copper loss, is expressed as below [10]:

respectively perpendicular and conformed with stator flux
vector. It shows that if rotor flux changes in direction of
stator flux (change of | rr | cos  ), reactive power Qs
changes and if rotor flux changes in vertical direction of
stature flux (change of | rr | sin  ), active power Ps
changes, primary position of rotor flux and its amplitude
has no effect on changes of active and reactive power. In
this method eight special vectors V0 (000) –V7 (111) for
rotor side converter is allocated the same as Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Voltage vectors and the control of flux using voltage vectors [8]

In considering Figure 6, the rotor flux of DFIG in
reference frame of rotor is expressed as:
d rr
(27)
 Vrr  Rr I rr
dt
Equation (22) shows that by neglecting rotor resistance,
the rotor flux changes is determined by applied voltage to
rotor, so the rotor flux moves in direction of rotor voltage
and its speed changes is proportionated with domain of
applied voltage vector. Thus, by choosing a proper voltage
vector, movement of rotor flux can be controlled.
Choosing the appropriate voltage vector is depended on
position of flux linkage.
In this Process, the plate of αr - βr, which rotates in the
speed of the rotor, is divided in six area which is shown in
Figure 8. The position of eight voltage vectors is also
constant to this rotating plate. Also two three-level
hysteresis comparator has been used for producing the
active power state (Sp) and reactive power state (Sq) the
same as Figure 9.

Figure 9. Active and reactive power hysteresis control [8]

The scheme of direct power control method has been
shown in the Figure 10. According to Equation (24) and by
using the output information of hysteresis and stator flux
vector position in rotor reference frame, a switching table
is presented in Table 1 which include optimized rotor
voltage vectors to decrease the error of active and reactive
powers from their reference values.
In this method, due to use of hysteresis controllers and
absence of fixed frequency switching pattern, switching
frequency is variable, which creates some problems in
designing filter, moreover existence of spread harmonic
spectrum and ripples in current, will have a bad impact on
network. But due to lack of using any switching pattern,
applying this control method is simple [8-11]. Based on
this modulation methods, reaction speed in DPC is high.

Figure 10. Schematic of the FOC implementation for rotor side
converter
Table 1. Optimal switching table [8]
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
Sq= 1 101
100
110
010
011
001
S = 0 100
110
010
011
001
101
Sq=1 q
Sq=-1 110
010
011
001
101
100
Sq= 1 001
101
100
110
010
011
Sq=0 Sq= 0 111/000 111/000 111/000 111/000 111/000 111/000
Sq=-1 010
011
001
101
100
110
Sq= 1 001
101
100
110
010
011
Sq= -1 Sq= 0 011
001
101
100
110
010
Sq=-1 010
011
001
101
100
110

IV. SIMULATIONS RESULTS
In this section explained control strategies in previous
sections, has been simulated on a double-fed induction
generator and its behavior in different condition has been
surveyed. Simulation has been done by PSCAD/EMTDC
and the DFIG is rated at 2 MW and its parameters has been
presented in Table 2. So, as mentioned in previous
sections, main consideration of this thesis is the control
strategy of rotor side converter.
The network side converter control has been
implemented by using of presented strategy in [5] for DC
link voltage control. Simulation of rotor side converter
control system, which has been explained completely,
implemented by FOC and DPC methods, and their
dynamical behavior in the steady state has been compared
with each other, and advantages and disadvantages of FOC
and DPC have been surveyed.
Table 2. Parameters of the DFIG simulated
Rated Power
2 MW
Stator voltage
690 V
Stator/rotor turns ratio
0.3
Rs
0.0108 pu
Rr
0.0121 pu (referred to the stator)
Lm
3.362 pu
Lσs
0.102 pu
Lσr
0.11 pu (referred to the stator)
Lumped inertia constant
0.5
Number of pole pairs
2

A. Network Side Converter Controller Simulation
Results
The parameters of network side converter controller
have been shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Parameters of network side converter control
Control parameters for DC-link voltage
KP1
20
TI1
0.7 [s]
Control parameters for current of stator (Iq, Id)
KP2
10
TI2
0.15 [s]

The value of reference voltage for DC-link is adjusted
on 1200 V and the capacity of capacitor is 1600 µF. Value
of the reactance connected serially to the network side
converter is 0.25 mH. For network side converter, SPWM
switching strategy is used that frequency of triangular
carrier signal is set on 2 kHz. Since the only objective of
network side converter is control of DC-link voltage, and
this is only possible by controlling the id component of
stator current, the reference value of iq is adjusted on zero.
According to Figure 11, during the simulation, DC-link
voltage is controlled on 1200 V.
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Figure 11. DC-link voltage

B. Rotor Side Converter Controller Simulation Results
At first DFIG has been supposed at speed control mode
which the speed of rotor is adjusted from outside. In first
step, behavior of the generator in sub-synchronous,
synchronous and super-synchronous speeds has been
shown by FOC and DPC methods and the effectiveness
and ability of mentioned method in controlling active and
reactive power of wind generator has been assessed.
Considering that flux estimation is only depended on
stator resistance, in second step, control strategies
performance has been surveyed by changing the stator
resistance at range of 0.7 and 1.3 of its rated resistance
value. In the next scenario, the DFIG is assumed in torque
control mode and rotor speed, rotor current, exchanged
rotor active power with network, stator active and reactive
power are analyzed. The value of used parameters in FOC
control strategy is provided in Table 4, also band width of
hysteresis controller which has been used in DPC method,
is equal to 2% of generator rated output power.
In this section generator speed has been controlled
from outside and simulation results include, stator active
and reactive power control , transferred active power from
rotor to network and rotor current, is expressed for two
control methods in synchronous and 85% and 115% of
synchronous speeds. The reference of active power in
second 3, has a step change from -1.8 to -0.8 MW and
reactive power in second 5, has a step change from -0.6 to
0.6 MVAR.

Minus sign for active power means the injection of
power to network and for reactive power means absorbing
of power. Regarding to Figures 12 to 14, we can see that
the strategy of direct power control the same as traditional
method of Field oriented control, shows very good
performance from itself in all of cases, as by choosing the
hysteresis band width, the ripple of active and reactive
power around the reference value can be controlled, While
parameters of PI controller, presented in FOC, needs
precise and complicated adjustment.
In this research, band width of three level hysteresis
controller has been adjusted in 2% of generator rated
power so that the ripple of active and reactive power
remains in same range. Also, in considering Figure 12(a),
at the moment that power reference changes, DPC method
has better dynamical response (about 5 ms) comparing
with FOC method (about 25 ms). As mentioned in
introduction, in speed of sub-synchronous, slip is positive
and rotor absorbs active power to network. During all the
time of simulation, frequency of injecting current to rotor
is constant and is equal with sfS.
When rotor speed is adjusted on synchronous, slip is
equal to zero and consequently rotor active power is zero
and so frequency of injected current to rotor is zero
(Figure 14c). In next section the value of stator resistance,
applied in simulation for estimating the stator flux, have
been allocated 70% and 130% of the rated value to
determine the robustness of methods despite the error in
stator resistance value estimation. References of active
power in second 3, has a step change from -0.8 to 1.8 MW
and reference of reactive power in second 5, has one step
change from -0.6 to 0.6 MVAR.
As we can see in Figure 15, active and reactive power
tracking is performed in both of methods. The control
strategy of FOC in addition to stator resistance needs
precise information of other parameters of the machine
such as rotor and stator inductance and also mutual
inductance; while in applying the direct power control
method, the stator resistance, is needed as an input
parameter, which usually is estimated.
Results show that the error caused by estimation of this
parameter, do not decrease the effectiveness of this
method. In next stage, the DFIG is surveyed in mode of
torque control. In this step wind turbine has been used and
its parameters are presented in Table 5.
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Table 4. Used parameters in control strategy of FOC
Controller parameters of Controller parameters of
reactive power
reactive power
KP1
1.5
KP2
4
TI1
0.48 [s]
TI2
0.25 [s]
KP3
1.5
KP4
4
TI3
0.48 [s]
TI4
0.25 [s]
Table 5. Wind turbine parameters
rated power of wind turbine(MVA) 2 MVA
Length of wind turbine blades
40 m
air density
1.229 Kg/m3
Gear ratio
80
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)
times [s]
(A)

times [s]
(B)

Figure 12. Simulated results under various stator active and reactive power steps and the rotor angular speed is adjusted on 0.85 pu (Sub-synchronous)
(A) with DPC and (B) FOC strategy: (a) stator active power input (MW) and reactive power output (MVAR), (b) three phase rotor current (kA)
(In all of figure groups the left column figures are ''A'' and the right column figures are ''B'')

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)
times [s]

(A)

times [s]
(B)

Figure 13. Simulated results under various stator active and reactive power steps and the rotor angular speed is adjusted on 1.15 pu (Super
synchronous) (A) with DPC and (B) FOC strategy: (a) stator active power input (MW) and reactive power output (MVar), (b) three phase rotor
current (kA)
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)

(c)
times [s]

(A)

times [s]
(B)

Figure 14. Simulated results under various stator active and reactive power steps and the rotor angular speed is adjusted on 1 pu (synchronous)
(A) with DPC and (B) FOC strategy: (a) stator active power input (MW) and reactive power output (MVAR), (b) three phase rotor current (kA),
(c) rotor active power input(MW)

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)
times [s]

(A)

times [s]
(B)

Figure 15. Simulated results under various stator active and reactive power steps, (A) with DPC and (B) FOC strategy: (a) stator active power input
(MW) and reactive power output (MVar) With 30 percent more resistance and, (b)with 30 percent less resistance than rated stator resistance
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)

(c)

(d)

(d)
times [s]

times [s]

(A)

(B)

Figure 16. Simulation results with step change in mechanical input torque and under stator reactive power and active power reference
adjusted to of 0.9 Pm (mechanical input power), (A) with DPC and (B) FOC strategy: (a) stator active power input (MW) and reactive power output
(MVar), ( b) three-phase rotor current (kA), (c) rotor active power input (MW), (d) rotor speed (pu)

In second 3, the wind velocity changes from 11.57 m/s
(in this velocity turbine generates its rated power) to 9 m/s
and in second 6 changes to 10.5 m/s. In the first case the
stator active power reference is 0.9 of mechanical power,
and in the next case it is 1.1 of output mechanical power
of turbine. In this case the following results are, the stator
active and reactive power exchange, the active power
generated or absorbed by the rotor, the current and the
speed of rotor. References of active power in second 4, has
one step change from zero to 0.5 MW and in second 7
changes to -0.5 MW.
Simulation results in torque control mode, for FOC and
DPC strategies are shown in Figure 16 where the active
power reference equal to the 0.9 of mechanical input
power. As shown in Figure 16(a) when the machine is in
torque control mode, the tracking of both active and

reactive power is well done in either of strategies.
Moreover, according to Equation (23), since the stator
active power reference equal to 0.9 of mechanical power
input, the rotor injects active power into the network to
balance the power. This is clearly seen in Figure 16(c). In
this mode, the rotor speed is super-synchronous and
Figure 16(d) illustrates this point.
(28)
Pm  Ps  Pr
Once more the simulation is accomplished for the case
that the stator active power reference equal to 1.1 of
mechanical power of the turbine. Since the stator active
power reference equal to 1.1 of mechanical power input,
the rotor absorbs active power from the network to balance
the power. This can be seen in Figure 17(c). The rotor
speed in this case is sub-synchronous.
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)

(c)
times [s]

times [s]

(A)

(B)

Figure 17. Simulated results with step change in mechanical input torque and under stator reactive power and active power reference adjusted to
1.1 of Pm(mechanical input power) (A) with DPC and (B) FOC strategy: (a) stator active power input (MW) and reactive power output (MVar),
(b) three-phase rotor current (kA), (c) rotor active power input (MW)

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this research control of active and reactive power of
a double-fed induction generator have been surveyed by
using two control method based on field oriented control
and direct power control and then the results have been
compared with each other in different scenarios. First
simulation section shows the performance of mentioned
strategy in different rotor speed condition including
super-synchronous, synchronous and sub-synchronous.
In the simulation results we can see that the strategy of
direct power control has very good performance in various
rotor speeds including super-synchronous, synchronous
and sub-synchronous, the same as traditional method of
field oriented control, as by choosing the hysteresis band
width, the ripple of active and reactive power around the
reference value can be controlled, while parameters of PI
controller, presented in FOC, needs precise and
complicated adjustment.
In applying the direct power control method, the stator
resistance, is needed as an input parameter, which usually
is estimated. In the second section the value of stator
resistance, applied in simulation, have been allocated 70%
and 130% of the rated value to determine the robustness of

methods despite the error in stator resistance value
estimation. Results show that the error caused by
estimation of this parameter, do not decrease the
effectiveness of this method. In the next step, double-fed
induction generator in torque control mode is surveyed and
obtained results show that direct power control, not only is
simple, but also has faster dynamic response and good
performance in different conditions.
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